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 The Impact of the Hun Invasions:
 A Nomadic Interlude in Indian Art1

 MADHUVANTI GHOSE

 Introduction talites were in control of much of Central Asia,
 including Turfan, Kashgar, Khotan, and Sogdia.

 It is always rare and intriguing when one comes In the mid 6th century, the Sasanian emperor
 across secular objects in Indian art, especially Khusrau I Anushirvan (531-579) allied with the
 that from the early centuries of the Christian newly arrived Turks against the Hephtalites and
 era. Scattered among many museums around the defeated them in the Bukhara region (563-567),
 world are a group of cosmetic box lids which leading to their dispersal.
 represent a distinct group, since stylistically they In India, the first encounter with a branch of
 seem to clearly relate to one another. They have the Hunas or Huns took place during the be
 usually been assigned to the 4th/5th centuries ginning of the reign of the Gupta emperor
 c.e. from Gandhara in museum records though Skandagupta (ca. 456-467), who, according to the
 most of them come from unexcavated contexts. Bhitari Stone Pillar Inscription, successfully de
 This paper will study closely some of these ob- fended the empire against them in ca. 454 c.e.4
 jects in order to determine whether a more spe- We hear about the Huna ruler Toramäna at the
 cific date can be assigned to them on the basis end of the 5th and beginning of the 6th century.5
 of their style. I would like to suggest that they According to Toramäna's Kurä stone inscription
 should be dated to the early 6th century and that from the Salt Range region,6 he advanced from
 they reflect the cultural exchange that took Punjab in the north and conquered the Gangetic
 place as a result of the rule of the Sveta Hunas Doab and occupied the region around Eran (an
 or White Huns, i.e., the Hephtalites in Central cient Airikina) in western Madhya Pradesh by
 India and the Northwest.2 replacing Buddhagupta (ca. 476-488). This in

 formation is provided by the inscription on the
 chest of the Varäha image at the site of Eran,

 The Historical Backdrop dated in Toramäna's first regnal year (fig. 1 ).7 Very
 few objects or sites can be associated with as

 The Hephtalites seem to have moved into Bac- much certainty with the Sveta Hunas as the site
 tria by the middle of the 4th century and then by of Eran. The Varäha can be clearly associated with
 the mid 5th century into Gandhara, where they the time of Toramäna.8 From numismatic and epi
 overthrew the Kidarites (who had previously re- graphic evidence, Toramäna seemed to have ruled
 placed the Kushanshahs) and occupied Balkh.3 in parts of present-day Uttar Pradesh, Madhya
 Successive Sasanian emperors had been engaged Pradesh, Gujarat, Rajasthan, Punjab, and Kash
 in extensive campaigns against them during the mir (ca. 500-515 c.e.). However his expansion to
 4th and 5th centuries with several setbacks, the west was stopped by the Aulikaras around
 particularly under Peroz (459-484), who was Mandasor (ancient Dasapura) as evidenced by the
 killed in battle against them in 484 c.e. His son Risthal stone slab inscription of Prakäsadharma
 Kavad I (488-497, 499-531) seems to have ruled Aulikara (ca. 515),9 and he was replaced in Eran
 largely with their assistance. By the end of the by Bhanugupta and pushed back to the region
 5th and beginning of the 6th century, the Heph- around Gwalior.10 Toramäna's son, Mihirakula, a
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 Fig. 1. Varaha image with Toramana inscription, Eran, Madhya Pradesh, India. Photo: Courtesy of
 Benoy Behl.

 devout Saivite, has usually been viewed through The cosmetic box lids from different parts of
 the biased accounts of the Chinese pilgrims the Gandharan region cannot be connected with
 Songyun and Xuanzang. He was known to have certainty to the White Huns since they do not
 ruled in the region of Gwalior during his 15th come from excavated contexts. However, as I
 regnal year according to the Gwalior Stone In- will try to demonstrate here, they seem to reflect
 scription from Gwalior Fort.11 According to the the chequered history of the Hephtalites in South
 Mandasor Stone Pillar Inscription, he was de- Asia in the stylistic influences which they re
 feated by Yasodharman Aulikara (ca. 532/533 veal, suggesting that they belong to this time
 c.e.),12 which proves that the later Aulikaras period. We can identify distinctly Gupta and
 were in continuous struggle with the Huns for Central Indian features in them along with Sasa
 control of western Malwa during the early 6th nian Iranian subject matter. I have not attempted
 century.13 Also, according to the Aphsad inscrip- to be comprehensive in the cosmetic box lids
 tion, it was the Maukharis who fought the Hünas that I have chosen to discuss in this paper. In
 who were established in the Gangetic Doab stead, I have selected a few to highlight the dif
 and Magadha.14 Mihirakula's brother was said to ferent types of themes that can be seen on such
 have usurped the throne, and he took refuge in everyday items. Most of the lids in the different
 Kashmir, eventually taking both Kashmir and museum collections are actually without their
 Gandhara. According to Songyun, who visited cosmetic box bases. However, there is one oval
 the court of the Huna king of Gandhara in 520, shaped box in the collection of The Metropolitan
 he ruled until about 535 in Gandhara and Uddi- Museum of Art which reveals what some of

 yana (Swat). these bases would have looked like.15 While the
 lid has a simple floral decoration, the base is
 subdivided into two equal compartments; one

 The Objects can still clearly see where there would have
 originally been a metal pin in a tenon hole hold

 I am aware of the difficulties inherent in trying ing the box base and lid together in the centre of
 to relate ethnicity and race with cultural objects. the top edge. Most of these lids are decorated
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 Fig. 2. Oval lid depicting a loving couple from Palosi Mukh
 darzai, Peshawar, Pakistan. Polsky Collection. Photo: Cour
 tesy of Polsky Collection.

 Fig. 3. Elliptical lid depicting a man drinking while listening
 with shallow relief and are made of grey schist, to a woman playing the lyre, Gandhara region, Pakistan. Pri
 while Others are composed of green- or purple- vate Collection. Photo: Courtesy of Osmund Bopearachchi.
 coloured steatite.16

 Let us start our brief survey by considering
 some cosmetic lids which reveal intimate and hatching behind the female figure can be seen on
 secular subjects that seem to reflect the courtly many of the other lids which we will be discuss
 dalliance that can be noticed in the masterly ing here. The bird is reminiscent of the geese that
 writings of Kälidäsa or the urbane sophistication are featured prominently on a green chlorite cos
 of the Kämasütra of Vätsyäyana and the contem- metic container dated to the 5th/6th century also
 porary paintings from Ajanta. An oval cosmetic from Pakistan.20 The lobed shape of the drink
 box lid now in the Polsky Collection was origi- ing cup as well as the drinking scene itself is one
 nally found by a farmer near the village of Palosi of the pre-eminent themes in the courtly tradi
 Mulchdarzai, not far from the site of Peshawar tions of Sasanian Iran and presumably is ulti
 University in the Northwest Frontier Province mately derived from that source. However, it is
 of Pakistan (fig. 2).17 It is of green steatite, and worth noting that many of the known examples
 unfortunately its right side is broken.18 We see have actually been found from neighbouring re
 a woman, wearing a long tunic over loose pants gions rather than from the heartland of the Sasa
 but with her right breast partially exposed, who nian empire21 and in some striking instances can
 clutches the hand of her male companion as he also be seen in Indian art, such as in the famous
 raises a cup presumably of wine to his lips, as drinking scene from Ajanta.22 What is intriguing
 though to suggest that he has had enough! A is the persistence of this drinking couple motif
 bird emerging from behind her with wings out- in later periods from Kashmir as well as Central
 stretched bends its long neck inquisitively to- Asia: regions where the Hephtalites were also
 wards the bowl. The man sits with legs stretched known to have conquered.23
 out and covered only by a loose piece of cloth A lobed cup almost identical to the one in
 wrapped around his thighs which leaves his gen- the hands of the male figure in the lid from the
 itals exposed; he has an uttarlya or scarf casually Polsky Collection is held by a man on another
 draped over his shoulders, leaving his torso bare elliptical green schist cosmetic box lid from
 and falling over his arm. He is bearded and wears Gandhara (fig. 3).24 The man is seated in the
 a diadem; his stippled hair with the bunch at his posture of royal ease with his right arm casually
 shoulder is portrayed in the exact same fashion resting on his thigh and his right leg raised up,
 as seen on the coins of Napki Malka, and sug- while his left leg is lowered; he raises a cup of
 gests that he had the popular hairstyle of the time wine to his lips as he listens to a female com
 of curly locks down to one's shoulder, which is panion playing the lyre. The man again has
 seen in countless instances in Sasanian portraits been shown in profile: it is interesting to note
 as well as on other figures found from the Indo- the almost straight line between his forehead
 Iranian borderlands.19 The languid eroticism and the bridge of his nose. As noted by Sachs,
 visible in this small intimate object made for the man's facial features recall those of the
 someone's personal use is striking. The cross- Hephtalite Napki Malka and suggest a Hunnish
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 g h o s e: The Impact of the Hun Invasions

 context for this object.25 He has a bare muscu- out, casually grasps the hilt of his long straight
 lar torso, adorned only by a torque, and wears the sword which lies by his side,- he is in profile, with
 Indian dhoti whose folds fall between his legs almost a smooth line between his forehead and
 that are shod in boots. In contrast, the female nose, and no attempt to show the bridge of his
 musician seems to be derived out of a purely nose. He seems to be wearing a diadem and has
 Gupta milieu. She is dressed in a lower garment curls falling down to his shoulders and a dhoti
 which leaves her upper body bare and adorned that covers his lower half. In contrast, the musi
 only by simple jewellery, and her hair is dressed cian is dressed in classical fashion in a long dress
 in a high chignon. The big round hoops in her and chignon,- her smaller size suggests that she is
 ears can be seen in many contemporary instances, an attendant. This lid is quite shallowly etched
 such as on the ears of figures that appear on the in a schematic fashion, with cross-hatchings all
 tiles from the Harwan monastery in Kashmir.26 around the rim like that seen on figure 3.
 She is seated on what looks to be a wicker stool: These cosmetic box lids all give us a glimpse
 the cross-hatching on her stool is similar to that into the private world of the nomadic rulers of
 on the man's seat, and the same motif is seen also the northwest who had clearly adapted to the
 along the rim of the oval shaped lid. Wicker Indian environment in dress and leisure activi
 stools like this are often seen on Gupta coins, ties. Another category of box lids reveals the
 and of course we have the noted example of the world of mythical creatures seen often in con
 Gupta emperor Samudragupta shown playing temporary Indian art, such as in the decoration of
 the lyre on his coins.27 Scenes such as the one Gupta temple doorways. A beautiful schist box
 shown on this lid give us an insight into contem- lid from the Eilenberg Collection at The Metro
 porary courtly life. Vegetal scrolls of the type politan Museum of Art shows a phoenix-like bird
 seen often in contemporary Gupta architecture with stippled body, emerging out of foliate deco
 emerge between and beside the two figures. It ration and clutching stalks in its mouth (fig. 6).33
 is worth noting here that an almost identical el- As noted by Kossak, it is reminiscent of the base
 lipsoidal lid of green schist was published by of the silver bowl from the Swat region of Paki
 Francfort in which the man is portrayed similarly stan at the British Museum, where we see four
 with the very same facial features and posture, hamsa birds emerging out of foliated scrolls and
 holding up a cup to his lips,- the facing woman, flying around the central portrait roundel.34 The
 however, is not playing a lyre.28 bowl itself has been recognised as being Heph

 Depictions of women playing the lyre have talite as it shows four princes hunting who wear
 been found in many examples from Gandhara, different types of crowns, including one prince
 such as on a contemporary chlorite mirror handle with the Alchon Khingila type of deformed head
 from Afghanistan (fig. 4).29 The lady in this in- seen on coins,- therefore this bowl is assigned to
 stance has been portrayed in three-quarter pro- a date in the ca. 460s or 470s.35 The style of the
 file, seated on a wicker couch with legs elegantly birds resembles those found in the cave paintings
 crossed at the ankles and dressed in a manner of Ajanta36 as well as in the reliefs around door
 very similar to that of the lyrist on the cosmetic ways at Gupta sites such as the Parvati temple at
 lid considered above, down to even the identical Nachna, where we see similar birds within foli
 big hooped earring. What is really interesting ate scrolls.37
 about this object is that it is carved in the round, The scrollwork decoration on the lid from the
 and the lyrist is shown seated under a tree, which Eilenberg Collection (fig. 6) is identical to that
 is shallowly etched on its reverse, with cross- seen on another elliptical lid made of purplish
 hatched blossoms. Other almost identical mir- coloured steatite from the Swat valley in the
 ror handles come from Gandhara.30 The fact that Ashmolean Museum (fig. 7).38 In the centre of
 such mirror handles continued to be popular in the lid we see two lovebirds, with their faces
 neighbouring regions as well is attested by a turned towards each other. The birds are shown
 slightly later one now at The Metropolitan Mu- with human heads and are thus probably por
 seum of Art, from Kashmir.31 trayed as kinnaras or half-human and half-bird

 Another grey schist oval-shaped box lid from celestial beings: the male kinnara has the con
 Gandhara is dominated by a seated male figure temporary fashion of curly locks, and they have
 listening to a lyrist who is squeezed in on the left stippled bodies like that of the bird on the lid in
 side (fig. 5).32 The central figure, who is stretched the Eilenberg Collection. Even the blossoms
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 Fig. 4. Front and back of a chlorite mirror handle showing a woman playing the
 lyre seated under a tree, Afghanistan. Private Collection. Photo: Courtesy of Os
 mund Bopearachchi.

 Fig. 5. Man being entertained by a lyrist on a grey oval
 schist box lid from Gandhara, Pakistan. The Art Institute of
 Chicago, Chicago, Anonymous Restricted Gift (1995.265].
 Photo: © The Art Institute of Chicago.
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 Fig. 6. Box Lid with a Phoenix from Gandhara, Pakistan. The Fig. 7. Elliptical box lid with kinnaras, Swat valley, Paki
 Metropolitan Museum of Art, Samuel Eilenberg Collec- stan. Barrett Loan, Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, UK. Photo:
 tion, Bequest of Samuel Eilenberg, 1998 (2000.284.17). © The Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.
 Photo: © The Metropolitan Museum of Art.

 ■■NM

 Fig. 8. Box Lid with a Winged Lion, Gandhara, Pakistan. The
 Metropolitan Museum of Art, Samuel Eilenberg Collec
 tion, Bequest of Samuel Eilenberg, 1998 (2000.284.16).
 Photo: © The Metropolitan Museum of Art.

 Fig. 9. Box Lid with a Lion Attacking an Elephant, Gandhara,
 Pakistan. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Samuel Eilen
 berg Collection, Gift of Samuel Eilenberg, 1987 (1987.142.49).
 Photo: © The Metropolitan Museum of Art.

 have been depicted with the cross-hatchings seen
 on the lyrist mirror handle, suggesting a common
 workshop for all these cosmetic lids, as has been
 proposed by Kossak.39 imaginatively portrayed winged lion about to

 Another Gandharan box lid in the Samuel attack, with its mane rendered in parallel rows
 Eilenberg Collection at The Metropolitan Mu- (fig. 8).40 In a fragmentary box lid from the same
 seum of Art carries the same scrollwork deco- collection, an identically depicted lion launches
 ration from the midst of which emerges an an attack against an elephant (fig. 9).41 It has a
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 Fig. 6. Box Lid with a Phoenix from Gandhara, Pakistan. The
 Metropolitan Museum of Art, Samuel Eilenberg Collec
 tion, Bequest of Samuel Eilenberg, 1998 (2000.284.17).
 Photo: © The Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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 Fig. 7. Elliptical box lid with kinnaias, Swat valley, Paki
 stan. Barrett Loan, Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, UK. Photo:
 © The Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.

 Fig. 8. Box Lid with a Winged Lion, Gandhara, Pakistan. The
 Metropolitan Museum of Art, Samuel Eilenberg Collec
 tion, Bequest of Samuel Eilenberg, 1998 (2000.284.16).
 Photo: © The Metropolitan Museum of Art.

 Fig. 9. Box Lid with a Lion Attacking an Elephant, Gandhara,
 Pakistan. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Samuel Eilen
 berg Collection, Gift of Samuel Eilenberg, 1987 (1987.142.49).
 Photo: © The Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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 swiftly into Indian art, as for example on Gupta
 coins from the time of Samudragupta.43 What
 is also worth noting in this regard is that from
 the site of Eran we have the same type of scroll
 work and cross-hatched decorative motifs, as
 well as the man and lion combat seen on the cos

 metic lids in stone mouldings from the site which
 can be clearly associated with the time of Tora
 mäna (fig. 11-a, b). They have now become clearly
 indigenised.

 A circular schist box lid with a hunting scene
 from Gandhara is perhaps the most Sasanian of
 all these examples (fig. 12).44 Today it is in the
 Kronos Collections. The circular shape of the lid

 Fig. 10. Lid with Combat between a Man and a Lion. Paki- has been wel1 used to dePict a galloping horse
 stan, Gandhara, ca. early 6th century. Steatite, 9.8 x 14.2 cm. man turning backwards in the famous Parthian
 The Cleveland Museum of Art, Gift of Mary B. Lee, C. Bing- shot of the mounted nomads to shoot arrows at
 ham Blossom, Dudley S. Blossom III, Laurel B. Kovacik, and an attacking lion, while two boars can be seen

 ,BmRl0SSr-;1!11 ™Cmr,°LEllZabCtlî I Bl0SS0m between the horse's hooves on the ground. The (1972.164). Photo: © The Cleveland Museum of Art. . , . , , , f , ? i i .
 manner m which the plane of the lid has been
 used to capture the movement in the scene and
 the posture of the horseman, as well as the at
 tire of the horse, all recall Sasanian metalware

 little bit of vegetal scrollwork on its base, and prototypes, such as the famous silver gilt plate
 its rim has the cross-hatching noticed on other showing a lion hunt found near Sari in the Gilan
 lids (figs. 3, 5). A steatite oval-shaped lid in the province of Iran, now in the National Museum
 Cleveland Museum of Art shows an engaging of Tehran.45 However it is clear that the Kronos
 scene of combat between man and lion (fig. 10).42 lid was locally made, and instead of a Sasanian
 A bearded and diademed man, dressed only in a prince, it shows a moustachioed Hephtalite with
 short dhoti, which leaves his torso bare, and the familiar profile and distended earlobes.
 boots, spears a lion who is shown falling back in Another rectangular stone lid fragment from
 such a way as to use the curved side of the lid The Metropolitan Museum of Art shows a hunt
 completely. The lion's mane is again rendered ing scene with two mounted horsemen. A lion
 in parallel rows as in the previous examples, and is caught between them, about to be shot by an
 little bursts of scrollwork and cross-hatched bios- arrow from the first horseman, who turns back as
 soms appear wherever there is space, while the he gallops forward in the Parthian shot (fig. 13).46
 rim is decorated with cross-hatching. It is inter- The second horseman also leans forward to spear
 esting to see the way in which the male figure's the lion, while an attendant, possibly on foot,
 boots project across the rim as though to show comes in for the kill. The profiles of the horse
 him running while he spears the lion. In style men recall the Hunnish profiles seen on the other
 this cosmetic box lid is consistent with this en- cosmetic lids. The border of this rectangular lid
 tire group: the hunter's body and facial features has an undulating leaf pattern with alternate
 are like those seen on the lid with the Hunnish leaves shown with the familiar chequered pat
 drinker enjoying music (fig. 3), and the lion is tern while a simple beaded motif graces the edge,
 comparable to those seen on the lids from the The final object to be considered here is a
 Eilenberg Collection at The Metropolitan Mu- fragment from a schist box (fig. 14).47 It shows
 seum of Art (figs. 8, 9). a mounted rider leaning forward to shoot an ar
 Hunting and combat either between animals row into a crouched and roaring lion framed in

 or between man and animals seem to have been an arcade formed by stepped merlons. Once
 a popular genre within these box lids. Though again the movement of the rider and menace of
 the subject was probably originally derived from the lion has been well captured. While echoing
 Sasanian courtly art, this theme was adopted its distant Sasanian prototype, it is again clearly
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 Fig. 10. Lid with Combat between a Man and a Lion. Paki
 stan, Gandhara, ca. early 6th century. Steatite; 9.8 x 14.2 cm.
 The Cleveland Museum of Art, Gift of Mary B. Lee, C. Bing
 ham Blossom, Dudley S. Blossom III, Laurel B. Kovacik, and
 Elizabeth B. Blossom, in memory of Elizabeth B. Blossom
 (1972.164). Photo: © The Cleveland Museum of Art.
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 Fig. IIa. Carved moulding with scrollwork from Eran,
 Madhya Pradesh, India. Photo: Courtesy of Benoy Behl.

 ¥M j

 <1

 Fig. lib. Lion attacking a man on a moulding from Eran, Madhya Pradesh, India.
 Photo: Courtesy of Benoy Behl.
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 Fig. 12. Circular box lid with hunting scene, Gandhara re
 gion of Pakistan, The Kronos Collections. Photo: Courtesy
 of The Kronos Collections.

 433^ J&TJTT- *

 ; , -
 * 3>£

 » 1ft

 Fig. 13. Fragment of a Lid with a Hunting Scene, Gandhara, Pakistan. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gift of
 Mathias Komor, 1951 (51.108.4). Photo: © The Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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 Fig. 14. Hunting plaque, Gandhara region, Pakistan. Private Collection. Photo: Courtesy of Osmund Bopear
 achchi.

 a Hephtalite imitation, further strengthened by right into Central India in the end of the 5th and
 the fact that the plumed helmet headgear of the early 6th centuries, Gupta style from Central
 horseman is typical of the Alchon Huns as noted India intermingled with the Sasanian-derived
 by Sachs.48 Hunnish style prevalent in the Gandharan region

 to create this unique blend, which can be seen in
 many of the lands where the Hephtalites pene

 Conclusion trated, such as Kashmir and Central Asia. The
 evidence from these secular objects therefore

 All these examples of cosmetic box lids appear to confirms Siudmak's earlier findings that Gupta
 have been locally made in the Gandharan region, style was transmitted from its heartland to the
 and some which have the characteristic scroll- regions associated with the Huns by the increas
 work might even suggest the work of a single ingly Indianised Hünas.50 What is noteworthy is
 workshop as noted by Kossak.49 We can see that we can see commonalities between the sub
 many shared features in this group of objects. ject matter and style of these cosmetic objects
 Their secular subject matter, whether hunting or and those from neighbouring areas, like Kash
 courtly dalliance, is striking, with a distinctive mir, particularly from Harwan, as well as from
 iconography which is neither exclusively Gupta Central Asia, which exactly replicates the his
 nor Sasanian, hut takes elements from each to tory of the Hephtalite occupation of these geo
 create its own unique style. It is clear that as a graphical regions for a brief while in the 5th and
 result of the Hun invasions which penetrated 6th centuries.
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 Notes

 1.This paper, originally titled "Is there a Heph
 thalite style in Indian art?," was presented at the He
 phthalite Panel of the European Association of South
 Asian Archaeology conference on 5 July 2005 at the
 British Museum, London. I would like to thank Benoy
 Behl, Kurt Behrendt, David Bivar, Osmund Bopearach
 chi, Carol Bromberg, Elizabeth Errington, Frantz
 Grenet, Farid Khan, Deborah Klimburg-Salter, Steve
 Kossak, Cynthia Hazen Polsky, Nicholas Sims-Wil
 liams, John Siudmak, Hilary Smith, Andrew Topsfield,
 Etienne de la Vaissière, and Michael Willis for their
 help with various aspects of this paper. I would also
 like to acknowledge all those who commented on the
 paper when it was originally delivered which have
 been taken into account in its present incarnation.

 2. There is a great deal of debate among scholars
 about the identity and nomenclature of the Xiongnu,
 the Huns, and the Hephtalites and whether the Hunas
 in India can be related to the Sveta Hunas (White Huns)
 or the Hephtalites. See, for example, Enoki 1955; Bis
 was 1973, 1-44; Yamada 1990; La Vaissière 2004, 22
 23. I agree with de la Vaissière that new evidence
 shows the connections between the Xiongnu and the
 Huns (see "Is There a 'Nationality of the Hephtalites'?"
 in this volume). However, as was mentioned by Prof.
 Deborah Klimburg-Salter when the paper was first
 presented, issues about nomenclature and ethnicity do
 not ultimately make a difference to the objects and
 arguments being presented here. In this paper, I am
 equating the Sveta Hunas with the Hephtalites on the
 basis of the almost contemporary literary evidence
 from the Brhatsamhitä and the Mahäbhäiata and

 believe that it is they who penetrated into South Asia.
 See Biswas 1973, 26-28, 36, 44; Grenet 2002, 211. See
 also Bailey 1954, 12-16, on the issue of the Sveta and
 Hara Hünas, or the White and Red Huns. Siudmak had
 earlier proposed that the Hunas were responsible for
 disseminating Gupta artistic elements into Kashmir
 and the Northwest in the early 6th century in his doc
 toral thesis; see Siudmak 1994.1 am grateful to him for
 bringing this reference to my attention.

 3. For a summary of the historical context, see
 Litvinsky 1996, 38-39, 119-26, 135-44, 163-72, 176
 82, 185-89. For a summary of events in Central Asia,
 see Marshak 2002, 14-15, 18.

 4. Fleet 1888, 56. For a summary of the Huns in
 India, see Biswas 1973.

 5. It is difficult to say with any degree of certainty
 whether Torämana was a Hephtalite or not; one can
 only assume that he belonged to that branch of the
 Hunas who had already penetrated into the North
 west. See Grenet 2002, 211.

 6. Sargodha district, Punjab, Pakistan. Sircar 1965,
 422-24, no. 56.

 7. Fleet 1888, 158-61.
 8. See Williams 1983a, 101, pis. 198-200.
 9. Salomon 1989.

 10. See the Gwalior Stone Inscription of Mihira
 kula, dated regnal year 15. Fleet 1888, 161-64; Sircar
 1965, 424-26, no. 57.

 11. See above.

 12. Fleet 1888, 142-48.
 13. Salomon 1989.

 14. Fleet 1888, 203. Willis 2005, 40, 49.
 15. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

 USA (acc. no. 1987.142.124 for the base and acc no.
 1987.142.125 for the lid).

 16. As far as I am aware, most museums have not
 checked the stone of these lids and therefore occa

 sionally there is confusion over their material. See for
 example, the lid from Palosi Mukhdarzai discussed
 below, which in Khan 1992, 75, is said to be of "soft
 grey schist," while in Topsfield 2004, 318, is said to be
 of "gray-green steatite."

 17. See Khan 1992, 75: It was ". . . found by a
 farmer while digging for manure in an old settlement
 site on the right bank of Warsak Canal No 1, 3 km
 northeast of Peshawar University, and approximately
 2 km east of the village of Palosi Mukhdarzai." It is
 now in the Polsky Collection. See Spink 2004, 318
 19, cat. no. 140. Its width is 11.4 cm.

 18. A tenon hole is visible in the top centre of the
 lid through which a pin would have originally at
 tached it to its base. It has a projecting flange which
 forms a hinge and the inner side has a raised rim. See
 Khan 1992, 75.

 19. For example, see Harper and Meyers 1981, pl. X
 or XI or fig. 43 for a Sasanian prototype. This style of
 coiffure can also be seen also on Hephtalite coins,
 such as on the coins of Napki Malka. See Tanabe
 1993, 112, no. 100, with the exact same stippling. A
 good rendition of this hair style can be seen on the
 bronze Sürya from Afghanistan, ca. 600 c.e., at the
 Ashmolean Museum, Oxford (1986.2). See Harle and
 Topsfield 1987, 26, cat. no. 34. It also became very
 popular during the Gupta period in India. See Wil
 liams 1983a, 153, 154 for example.

 20. See Sachs 2003, 354-55, 368, cat. no. 315. It is
 in a private London collection. They also appear with
 great frequency at sites such as Ajanta. See, for ex
 ample, Behl 1998, 138-39, 182-83, etc.

 21. See, for instance, Démangé et al. 2006, 104-5,
 cat. no. 42, for an example from the eastern Iranian
 world; and Grabar 1967, 41-42, for a discussion on the
 subject. He makes the point that this type was known
 particularly in northeastern Iran and Central Asia in
 the 6th century and is not common in the Sasanian
 heartlands. See also, for example, the drinking couple
 in the centre of the silver gilt bowl from Buddhighara,
 near Tank in Punjab, Pakistan, in the British Mu
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 seum, London (OA 1937.3-19.1). See Dalton 1964, pl.
 204.

 22. See Behl 1998, 108. It comes from the ceiling of
 Cave 1 at the Ajanta caves, Maharashtra, India. There
 is much controversy over the dating of the caves, but
 there is general consensus that they belong to the
 Väkätaka period and are contemporanous with the
 objects being discussed in this paper. Though the main
 branch of the Väkätaka were related to the Imperial
 Guptas by marriage, the caves at Ajanta show the
 patronage of the Vatsagulma branch of the family and
 began to flourish at a time when the Guptas were be
 ginning to decline. See Williams 1983b, 217-18, where
 she discusses the style of the later caves at Ajanta and
 whether one can see them as displaying Gupta style
 and aesthetics.

 23. The British Museum has the fragment of a ste
 atite lid (1920.5-17.1) showing one such drinking cou
 ple with only the female figure now extant, from
 Kashmir and dated to the 8th or 9th century, though
 it might be slightly earlier in the light of the present
 evidence. See Khan 1992, 76, fig. 9. A group of 25 terra
 cotta potsherds from Kashmir in the Ashmolean Mu
 seum, Oxford, also reveal such seated loving couples
 drinking stamped in their central roundels (2004.27 [1
 25]). They are so far unpublished, but one similar ex
 ample showing a loving couple on a fragment of a plate
 from Kashmir at the Los Angeles County Museum of
 Art has been published (M.84.226) and been dated to
 the 5th century, though they are now believed to be
 slightly later. See Pal 1986, 226, S101. The motif also
 penetrated into Central Asia. On the body of a three
 handled clay vase found at Borazan near Khotan by von
 Le Coq, dated to the 5th/6th century, can be seen
 stamped in medallions a female figure holding out a
 pitcher and goblet to a seated bearded, balding man
 holding a rhyton and goblet in an adjacent roundel. It
 is now in the Museum für Indische Kunst, Berlin (MIK
 III 7665). See Härtel 1982, 62-64, cat. no. 6. Another,
 later, example was found on a bronze medallion from
 Kuwa in Central Asia, dated to the 7th/8th century.
 See Abdullaev et al. 1991, 84, no. 501. It shows a seated
 Kubera (?) raising a rhyton with a jug and wineskin by
 his side.

 24. This lid was published in Bopearachchi et al.
 2003, 355, 369, cat. no. 317. It is in a private collec
 tion. It is 8.5 x 13.5 cm in size. It too has a squarish
 tenon hole in the centre of its top rim for attachment
 to its base container but only a slight projecting
 flange forming a hinge,- the inner side has a raised rim.
 It is slightly damaged on its lower left side.

 25. Sachs 2003, 355. Not all authors are in agree
 ment about whether Napki Malka was a Hephtalite.
 See Kuwayama 1999 for example.

 26. For instance, see Harle and Topsfield 1987, 21,
 cat. no. 27.

 27. For the Lyrist type of gold coins issued by the
 Gupta emperor Samudragupta (ca. 350-376), see ex
 amples from the Bayana Hoard in Chhabra 1986, pl. I,
 10-11. Kumäragupta I (ca. 415-447) also issued this
 type (pl. XLI, 7).

 28. Francfort 1975, 95-97, fig. 3. It is in a private
 Swiss collection in Soleure. It is 6.6 x 5 cm.

 29. See Sachs 2003, 354, 368, cat. no. 314. It is in a
 private collection. It is 8 x 5 cm in size. The sockets at
 the top and at the back indicate its use probably as a
 mirror handle.

 30. For example, there is one in the Peshawar
 Museum (acc. no. 3264) in Pakistan.

 31. See the schist mirror handle with a woman

 playing the vlnä, dated to the 6th or 7th century from
 Kashmir (acc. no. 1987.142.35, Gift of Samuel Eilen
 berg, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York). It
 is 9.5 cm in size. See Lerner and Kossak 1991, 101-2,
 cat. no. 70. The museum has another schist mirror

 handle of a comparable date from Kashmir also from
 the Samuel Eilenberg Collection depicting a woman
 adding a flower into her hair while she gazes at herself
 in the mirror. See Lerner and Kossak 1991, 101-2, cat.
 no. 69 (acc. no. 1987.142.39, Gift of Samuel Eilenberg,
 The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York). It is
 7 cm in size.

 32. It is now in the Art Institute of Chicago, Chi
 cago, Anonymous Restricted Gift (acc. no. 1995.265).
 It is 11.4 x 8.8 cm in size. A square tenon hole can be
 seen at the top centre through which originally a pin
 would have attached it to its base. The inner side has

 a raised rim so as to fit the box (now lost) properly.
 33. It is from the Samuel Eilenberg Collection at

 The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York (acc. no.
 2000.284.17). It is composed of schist and comes from
 the region of Gandhara. Its width is 10.6 cm. See
 Lerner and Kossak 1991, 91-92, cat. no. 57.

 34. Lerner and Kossak 1991, 92. See Dalton 1964,
 53-55, no. 201, pl. XXIX-XXXI. It is in the British Mu
 seum, London (OA 1963.12-10.1). It is also inscribed.

 35. See also Grenet 2002, 211-12. A second silver
 bowl from Chilek, not far from Samarkand, which to
 day is in the Samarkand Museum, shows a similarly
 shaped head in the central roundel that can be clearly
 identified as that of a Hephtalite and helped date the
 bowl to the Hephtalite period, possibly latter part of
 the 5th century (Grenet 2002, 212, pi. 5b).

 36. Dalton 1964, 55. See Behl 1998, 139.
 37. See Williams 1983a, pis. 83, 99, 154 for foliate

 decoration from Gupta temples. See also Williams
 1983b, where she dates the Parvati temple at Nachna
 in Central India to ca. 490-500 c.e., i.e., directly con
 temporary with the time of Toramäna.

 38. Barrett Loan, Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. It is
 3.25 x 4 in. in size. It is said to come from the region
 of Swat from where we have the silver Hephtalite
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 bowl showing hunting discussed previously; it was a
 region that was known to have been occupied by the
 Hephtalites during the early 6th century.

 39. Lerner and Kossak 1991, 92. There are other lids
 which also reveal the same scrollwork, such as a box lid
 with a flower bud (1987.142.50) and one with a Brah
 man bull (1987.142.120), in the Samuel Eilenberg Col
 lection at The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.
 See Lerner and Kossak 1991, 91-92, nos. 59 and 61.

 40. It is from the Samuel Eilenberg Collection at
 The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York (acc. no.
 2000.284.16). It is composed of schist and still has the
 remnant of an iron hinge on its centre top: it bears
 some damage on its right side. Its width is 11.1 cm.
 See Lerner and Kossak 1991, 91-92, cat. no. 58.

 41. The Samuel Eilenberg Collection at The Me
 tropolitan Museum of Art, New York (acc. no.
 1987.142.49). It is composed of schist and is broken
 on its left side. Its width is 8.9 cm. See Lerner and

 Kossak 1991, 91-92, cat. no. 60.
 42. It is in the Cleveland Museum of Art, Ohio (acc.

 no. 1972.164). It is made of steatite and is 9.8 x 14.2
 cm. See Czuma 1985, 154, cat. no. 72. A small hole is
 visible in the top centre of the lid for a pin; it has a
 slight projecting flange at the top and slight damage
 on its right side.

 43. It is interesting to note the Sasanian style of
 the hunts rendered on Gupta coins in the manner in
 which the king spears or attacks the animals and the
 way in which the animals have been incorporated in
 the scene: the prototypes clearly seem to be Sasanian
 metalware. See Chhabra 1986, for Gupta emperor
 Samudragupta's (ca. 350-376) tiger slayer type (pl. V,
 2); Candragupta II's (ca. 376-415) lion slayer type (pi.
 23, 9-15; pi. 24, 1-10); and Kumäragupta I's (ca. 415
 447) lion combatant type (pi. XL, 1-4); lion slayer (pi.
 XL, 5-15, pl. XLI, 1-2); lion trampler (pl. XLI, 3-6);
 rhino slayer (pi. XLI, 8); and tiger slayer types (pi. XLI,
 12-18).

 44. It is made of schist and is round in shape, with
 a projecting flange on its top side, with two holes
 which would have originally had pins going through
 them for attachment to its base container. It is now
 in the Kronos Collections. It is 10.2 cm in size and

 comes from the Gandharan region of Pakistan.
 45. See, for example, Harper and Meyers 1981, 52

 55, pi. 10.
 46. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,

 Gift of Mathias Komor (acc. no. 51.108.4). It is 5.1 x
 9.8 cm.

 47. It is today in a private collection. See Bopear
 achchi et al. 2003, 355, cat. no. 316. It is 8.6 x 5.3 cm
 in size.

 48. Sachs 2003, 355, cat. no. 316.
 49. See Kossak in Lerner and Kossak 1991, 92.
 50. See Siudmak 1994, particularly chapter 4.
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